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Genocide in the Nuba Mountains. Genocide in Blue Nile State. Genocide in Darfur.
Bombs dropping from the sky to terrorize and kill. Government-orchestrated starvation and government
sponsored militias conducting scorched earth campaigns and mass rape of women and girls – and probably
young boys too.
A government that refers to its black, African citizens as “black insects” and “black trash” when they are not
calling them “slaves.”
The swindling of churches out of their property, the bulldozing of Christian buildings, and the imprisonment of
Christians and others that are speaking out about oppression and persecution.
These should be reason enough to maintain sanctions on the Islamic Republic of Sudan and to support those
Sudanese that are working for justice, secular democracy, and religious freedom – which is basically 93% of the
country. But there’s more. Today we are revealing leaked documents from Sudan that connect the Khartoum
regime to ISIS. These four documents, of which we have both the original Arabic and translations, demonstrate
that the Government of Sudan has not changed at all, the influence of the so-called “hardliners” has not
diminished. The leaders of Sudan are all hardliners who were committed to building a global Caliphate long
before ISIS appeared on the scene. They play a game of “Change the Face.” It’s a Darwinian dance to alter the
regime’s appearance and fool the outside world while pursuing their agenda to bring Sharia and Arabization to
all of Sudan and then to the entire African continent. Squire Patton Boggs should not be assisting this regime to
have its sanctions lifted when the Government of Sudan is one of the leaders of global jihad.
The leaked documents that connect Khartoum to ISIS range in date from November 2016 back to May 2011, just
prior to the Sudan Government beginning its ongoing jihad against the people of the Nuba Mountains. The May
2011 document is addressed to Ayman al Zawahri, the head of Al Qaeda, pledging to him as the new Amir the
loyalty of the Islamic and is signed by Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdul-Karim Al-Shaikh from the Islamic Movement
from Sudan State University in Khartoum.
But even more stunning is the July 2015 letter from the Islamic Movement in Sudan addressed to Ibrahim Awad
Ali Al Bedri Al Samri – more familiar to us as Abubakar Al Baghdadi, the head of ISIS. That letter pledges Sudan’s
loyalty to him and says, “The Nation of Sudan is helping us transfer our money from Islamic countries to the
outside world, the infidel countries, those who are launching airstrikes against us. The Sudanese government
has agreed to transfer our money in hard currency and gold bullion so that the infidel cannot access it.” The
other two leaked documents are just as disturbing. One is from Thaha Osman al Hesain, the head of security for
the Government of Sudan, on behalf of President Omar al Bashir.
SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS, DO YOU REALLY WANT TO REPRESENT ANOTHER JIHAD TERRORIST REGIME THAT IS A
THREAT NOT ONLY TO ITS OWN PEOPLE BUT A THREAT TO THE ENTIRE CIVILIZED WORLD?

